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Nice story if i could say it like that but is also rly cliche.Nice fighting mechanics but they could be better.Some binds dont
work.We should be able to upgrade spells.Needs update.Calling Gorlin is 2 expensive later in game :) That is it from me. The
controls on this game are so awful it honestly got me a little sick to my stomach.. If Two Worlds 2 used histo penetrate Diablo's
agina and thrusted back and forth for several minutes and impregnated Diablo with his seed, then Diablo carried the child for 9
long months because of her undying love for Two Worlds 2. After Diablo's water breaks and Two Worlds 2 has to leave work
early to take Diablo to the hospital, and Diablo squeezes out their love child, the the doctor asked if they have decided on a
name for the baby and Two Worlds 2 glares into Diablo's eyes with joy then turns to the doctor and mutters the
name.Avencast.THE END! Yeah good game, buy it.. What i can say about this game it seems an ancient trying to end the legacy
of a terror unleashed into havocness! What really is blindly troubling is the game loading screen.it takes forever in an accursed
mummy bandage slapping you to preowned death! I cant even enjoy it when a game takes forever to start up! The force is
powerful, maybe the story is double-edging greatness! But the mankind hangs of this game is that embarking daring desperate
starting up screen, makes it a treacherous and non treasure pulse-pounding action adventure RPG! I can see the potential is
there.but this game seems outdated and i cant stand waiting patiently to load a game from the spectacular start love the burrito
master!!!. fantastic game 6/10. So here is the question: the stupid control ruined everything. there r 3 control modes but none of
them can release my ctrl key.. It may not be graphically on par with anything recent but it sure has nice voice acting, proper
combat, and is easy to pick up and play. The flaw I've seen so far is despite being able to zoom in and out there are certain
things you can't do to make the view even better. Still though for me this is not game breaking. I don't not remember if I got this
in a bundle or not. I may have gotten this free. Anyway what I can say is that considering people have the ability to ask for
refunds if they don't like the game for whatever reason I say give this game a chance. Is it worth the $10.99 Canadian price? I
think that is all up to the person.. Terrible grind fest, even with console cheats. I could barly stand to play 2hrs.
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